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Abstract. In this paper we introduce a new method for constructing com-

pactifications of a locally compact space. The method generalizes the notion

of a singular compactification to a much larger collection of compactifications,

which we call ESH-compactifications. In particular, if X is paracompact, or

realcompact, then ßX is of this form. We also establish conditions that ensure

an ESH-compactification is a singular or weakly singular compactification.

Introduction

Let X be a locally compact Hausdorff space and K a compact Hausdorff

space. A function /: X —> K is said to be singular if for each nonempty open

U c K, the set f~x{U) is not relatively compact. Singular mappings have

been extensively used to study compactifications of locally compact spaces [ 1,

4, 5, 9]. In particular, a compactification of X having AT as a remainder may

be constructed by taking as a basis in X U K the open sets of X together
with sets of the form U U (f~l(U)\F), where U is an arbitrary open set

in K and F is an arbitrary compact subset of X. This compactification is

usually denoted X Uf K. It is clear that many compactifications cannot arise

in this manner. In particular, ßX is very infrequently of this form [6, 7]. This

paper is concerned with a generalization of this construction that has much

wider applicability. To motivate the definition, let us consider the construction

associated with a singular mapping. Let JV be the set of nonrelatively compact

subsets of X together with 0. JV is an upper semilattice. In the construction

of X öf K, we may as well have chosen to use sets U c K from some basis

3S . Also, without loss of generality, we may assume that S3 is closed under

finite unions so that it is also an upper semilattice. This, of course, implies that

K e 38 . The mapping that takes open sets in K to open sets in X, defined

by n(U) = f~l(U), is a lattice homomorphism from the topology on K to the

topology on X that carries 3§ into JV. This is the motivating structure for

what follows. We will see that it is much stronger than is required and that the

relaxed definition yields a much richer collection of compactifications. It is in
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fact possible, and as yet unknown to us, that all compactifications arise in this

manner. It is true, as we will observe later, that this class of compactifications

is distinct from the collection of Wallman compactifications, to which they bear

some superficial resemblance. All topological spaces in this paper are assumed

to be Hausdorff and locally compact. The symmetric difference of sets A and

B will be denoted A AB .

Main definition

Let X be a locally compact noncompact space, and let JV be the set of

nonrelatively compact open subsets of X together with 0 . Let K be a compact

space, and let 38 be a basis for the open subsets of K. Suppose that 38 is

closed with respect to finite unions, which, of course, implies that K e 38 .

Let 7i: 38 —► yf" such that n(U) ^ 0 for every U ^ 0 . We say that n is an

essential semilattice homomorphism (ESH for short) if it satisfies the following

conditions:

ESH1.   X\n{K) is compact.
ESH2.   n(U U V)A{n(U) Ujc{V)) is relatively compact, Vf/, V e 38 .

ESH3. If U, V e38 and UnV = 0 ,then n{U)r)7i(V) is relatively compact.

A lattice homomorphism has all these properties and more. The use of the

word essential is to indicate that the properties, which are shared by a lattice

homomorphism, hold except on a negligible set. In the study of compactifica-

tions of a space X, the compact subsets of X are negligible. We observe that,

if n is an ESH and 0 e 38, then n{0) is relatively compact, by ESH3, and
so 7t(0) = 0. Moreover, it follows from ESH2 that if U,Ve38,UcV,
then 7i(U)\n(V) is relatively compact. If n is an ESH, there is a natural way

to define a topology on the disjoint union of X and K . Let

S» ={W cXuK\W = Uu{n(U)\F), U € 38, F c X, F compact},

and let ¿/ = 3? u £7~, where ¿7" is the topology of X. ssf is a basis for a

topology on X I) K . The only thing in need of proof is that, for W\, W2 e S?
and for each y £ Wxr\Wi, with y € K, there exists W-¡ e sé such that y e

WicWiHWj. To this end, let W, = t/, U (n{U\)\FX), W2 = U2 U {n(U2)\F2),

and let t/3 e 38 be such that y e cV3 c (7, n U2. Both rt(i/3)\^(C/i) and
n(U})\n(U2) are relatively compact. This implies n(Us) c 7r(£/i)UGi , 7r(c73) C

rt(L72)uG2, where G\ , G2 are compact subsets of X . Put F = ^u/^uGiUG^

and f*3 = l73U(7t(í73)\F). It is clear in this case that one has y & W^ c Wxr\W2

and W3 £ 3? . We denote by XlinK the set X\JK , endowed with the topology

generated by jaf . This topology induces the original topologies on the subspaces

X and K . We will later need the following:

Remark 1. It is easy to see that, for every basis "V of X, S? U *V is a basis

for Z un a; .

Results

Proposition 1. X \jn K is a compact Hausdorff space having X as a dense

subspace.

Proof. First we prove that X U„ K is Hausdorff. We need only consider two

nontrivial cases. For the first suppose x e X and y e K . Let U G 38 be such
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that y e U and let F be a compact neighborhood of x in X . It follows that

F and U U (ji(U)\F) are disjoint neighborhoods, in lu, K, of x and y,
respectively. Next suppose x, y e K and let U, V be elements of 38 such

that x e U, y e V, and U n V — 0 . By the definition, there exists a compact

subset Fx of X suchthat n{U) nn{V) c Fi. Then U U {n(U)\Fi) and
F U 7r(F) are disjoint neighbourhoods, in X UK K , of x and y , respectively.

In order to prove that XunK is compact, let W c sé be a cover of XU„K and

let 2 = {Wj} be a finite subfamily of W that covers K. We can suppose that

each Wi is of the form £/, U (7r(t/;)\F,), where U¡£38 and F¡ is a compact

subset of X. Let F = \J F¡ and S = X\n(K). Since K = \J U,., it follows by
ESH2 that there exists a compact T c X such that n{K)\T c U^W) ■ Thus
one has

X\(F UTuS) = n(K)\(F U T) C ((J s(i/,)) \F C (J(*W)\tf).

Thus ^ covers all of XV)nK , except FuTuS, which is compact. It follows

that we can find a finite subcover of W .   □

In view of the above proposition, an ESH can be used to obtain a compacti-

fication of X. A compactification of X is said to be an ES H-compactification

if it is equivalent to X \jn K, for suitable K and n .

Example 1. As previously indicated, every singular compactification X Uf K

is an ESH-compactification. If 38 is the topology of AT, we can put n(U) =

f~l(U), for each U e 38 . Now singular compactifications are characterized

by the existence of a retraction r : aX —> aX\X. In fact, the singular map /

extends to a retraction. In [7] weakly singular compactifications, which are com-

pactifications for which the remainder is a neighborhood retract, are studied.

The two-point compactification of the real numbers is an example of a weakly

singular compactification that is not singular. In fact, all compactifications with

finite remainders are weakly singular. In this context, if r: W —* aX\X, where

W = aX\F, F a compact subset of X, and / = r^nw, then, as before,

n{U) = f~l(U) is an essential semilattice homomorphism that makes aX into

an ESH-compactification.

Example 2. The class of ESH-compactifications is distinct from the class of

Wallman compactifications. Let aX be a compactification that is not Wallman

(X need not be locally compact). We will construct a singular compactification

of a discrete space that is not Wallman. We use, with some modification, the

construction in [3, pp. 95-96]. Let g be a function from a discrete space D

onto X such that Vx e X g~\x) is an infinite set . Let /: D —y aX be

the composition of g and the inclusion of X into aX. Then / is singular.

Let F: D Uf aX —► aX be defined by F\D = f and F\aX = lax ■ F is
clearly continuous and satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 8.5 in [3]. Therefore,

if D Uf aX was a Wallman compactification, then aX would be as well. But

D Uf aX, being singular, is an ESH-compactification.

It is typically difficult to prove that a given compactification is an ESH-

compactification from first principles. The following lemma provides a means

for showing that a compactification arises in this manner without the necessity

of explicitly constructing the mapping n .
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Lemma 2. Let aX be a compactification of X. Then aX is an ESH-compacti-

fication if and only if there exists a basis % {for the open subsets) of aX that

is closed with respect to finite unions and satisfies the following conditions:

(Cl) if W,  W e W and W n (aX\X) = W n (aX\X), then WAW is a
relatively compact subset of X ; _

(C2) if W,  W £ It and W n (aX\X) nW'n {aX\X) = 0, then W n W
is relatively compact in X.

Proof. Let aX be an ESH-compactification. Then there exists a basis 38 of

K = aX\X and an ESH n : 38 -* JT such that aX = XunK . If we denote by
3? the set of relatively compact open subsets of X, then, in view of Remark

1, W - 3" U 31 is a basis of XunK . Let í¿ be the set of finite unions of

elements of W . We want to prove that % satisfies conditions (Cl) and (C2).

Let W, W 6 V . Then one has

w= ígí/.juíUwt/íA^jur,

and

W'= [UVJ ju [\J(*(vj)\Gj)    ur',

where the U¡ 's, V¡ 's are elements of 38 , the F, 's, G¡ 's are compact subsets

of X, and T, V are relatively compact open subsets of X. The hypothesis

W n A" = W n A" can be written U/=i ^ = Uj_i ^ • This implies

TríUí/.JATt m^) =0.

Thus

y(Ö^))^(y.*))*(^(ü^(u-ra

which is relatively compact, by ESH2.  Thus  WAW is a relatively compact

subset of X . This proves (Cl).

Next, suppose WnKnWnK = 0 . Then one has (U"=, Vi) n (Uy=i ̂ j) =

0 , which implies TI¡ nFJ = 0, for each i, j . Therefore, by ESH3, n(U¡) n
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it{Vj) is relatively compact for each i, j . Therefore

wnWc í f [j *(£/«) I urj n í Í {J*(Vj)\ ut'

c ( Í LJtc(c/,-) J n Í (j7t(Vj)) ]u(run

= l\J(n(Ui)nn{Vj)))u(Tur),

which is a relatively compact subset of X. This proves (C2). Conversely, let

38 = {U c K\3W g It such that U = W n K). Clearly 38 is closed with
respect to finite unions. One can easily see that if W g ^ and W n A" ̂
0, then Will is not relatively compact in X. Thus, using the Axiom of

Choice, we can define a map n from 38 to JV in the following way: we put

tt(0) = 0 ; if Í7 ^ 0, we choose IF G ^ such that Í7 = W n A" and we put

7t(C/) = IF n X. n, so defined, is an ESH. We see this as follows. To prove

ESH1, we observe that aX G ̂  , hence, for W G % , W n K = K implies, by

(Cl), that aXAW = aX\W = X\{W n X) is a compact subset of X. Thus
X\n(K) is compact. Let tA , U2 & 38. Put 7t(i/i U U2) = W n X, where

IF n A: = [/, u t/2, and put jr (£/,-) = ^-nJf, where Wx■ n A" = (7i■, / = 1, 2.
One has (Wi U IF2) n A" = U\ U t/2 • Therefore, condition (Cl) implies that

{W\UW2)AW is a relatively compact subset of X . Clearly one has

(!F1UlF2)AIF = ((lF1UlF2)nA') A (W D X)

= (ä(C/i) U n(U2)) A n{Ui UU2),

and this proves ESH2. Now, let U\, U2 G 38 be such that Z7t nF2 = 0 . Let
7t(l/,) = WiHX , where IFnA" = £/,-, 1 = 1,2. Since (IF, n A")n(IF2 n A-) = 0 ,

by (C2), W\ n IF2 = 7t(C/i) n ä(C/2) is a relatively compact subset of X. This
proves ESH3. Finally, it is easy to see that Xun K is equivalent to aX . In fact,

let U G 38 and let n(U) = W n X, where W C\ K = U . If F is a compact
subset of X, then one has U U (n(U)\F) = W\F, which is clearly open in

aX.    a

Corollary 3. Let aX be a compactification of X. Suppose that there exists

a basis %é {for the open subsets) of aX that is closed with respect to finite

unions and intersections and satisfies condition (Cl). Then aX is an ESH-

compactification.

Proof. If %f is closed with respect to finite intersections, then 0g^ and it is

easy to see that (Cl) implies (C2).   D

Theorem 4. If aX\X is ^-dimensional, then aX is an ESH-compactification.

Proof. Let K - aX\X and let 3r be the family of the closed subsets of aX

such that every point x G F n K is in the interior of F. 3r is closed with

respect finite unions and intersections. We want to prove that & is a basis for

the closed subsets of aX, that is, for a given closed subset G of aX and for

x 4 G, there exists F €&~ such that x ^ F and G c F. If x G X, we can
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choose F - aX\W , where W c X is a relatively compact open neighbourhood

of x with W n G = 0. Now let x G K. Let A be an open and closed

neighbourhood of x in A" such that A n G = 0 and let B = K\A. Since
A and F are disjoint closed subsets of aX, there exist disjoint open subsets

U\ , U2 of aX with A c Ui and 5 c U2 . Put F = G U ClQ;r(£/2). One has
x £ F, FCiK = BcU2cF, hence F e 3r .

Now suppose Fi, F2 G ̂ " and suppose F n A" = F2 n A" = 5. By definition
of y, there exist F(, F2 open subsets of aX such that 5 c V,c F,■, / = 1, 2 .

Then F AF2 = (F UF2)\(F, nF2) c (F, UF2)\(F, n F2), which is contained in X
and is a closed subset of aX , hence a compact. Let 38 — {aX\F\F G &~} . The

set-theoretic identity (aJf\Fi)A(aAT\F2) = FXAF2 implies that 38 satisfies the

hypothesis of Corollary 3.   D

Theorem 5. Every compactification of X is the supremum of a family ofESH-

compactifications.

Proof. Let aX be a compactification of X. If aX\X is not scattered, then,

by [2], aX is the supremum of a family of singular compactifications. On the

other hand, if aX\X is scattered, it is O-dimensional, and hence, by Theorem

4, aX is an ESH-compactification.    □

We will show now that two broad and important collections of compactifica-

tions are in fact ESH-compactifications. First we have

Theorem 6. If X is paracompact, then ßX is an ESH-compactification.

Proof. Since a paracompact space is normal, ßX coincides with the Wallman

compactification, hence the collection {Clßx{F)\F is a closed subset of X} is

a basis for closed subsets of ßX. Moreover, if F and G are closed subsets

of X, then one has Cl^iF n G) = C\ßx{F) n Clßx{G) [12]. Thus ^ =
{ßX\C\ßX{F)\F is a closed subset of X} is a basis for the open subsets of
ßX and it is closed with respect to finite unions and intersections. We have

only to prove that % satisfies condition (Cl). Let W, W e ^ be such that

W n K = W'nK, where K = ßX\X. We want to prove that IF A IF' is
relatively compact in X. Let F, G be closed subsets of X such that IF =

ßX\C\ßx{F), W = ßX\Clßx{G). Then one has ClßX{F)nK = C\ßX{G)nK.
Moreover, one has WAW = {X\F)A{X\G) = FAG. Thus it suffices to
prove that FAG is relatively compact in X. First suppose F c G, so that

FAG = G\F. Suppose G\F is not relatively compact. We will construct a

closed nonrelatively compact subset, G\ , of G\F . Since X is paracompact, it

can be written as a topological sum JZaer Xa , where each of Xa is c-compact.

Suppose that G\F meets infinitely many of the Xn 's, say (G\F) nIj/0
for X G V c T, where P is an infinite set. Let G\ — {x{\ be constructed by

choosing a single point from each of these intersections. {x¿} is clearly infinite,

closed, and discrete. If G\F meets only finitely many Xa then it must meet

at least one Xao in a nonrelatively compact set H. Now Xao can be written

as the union of countably many open sets, each having compact closure, say

Xaa = U~i Ui ■ For each » e N, choose xn G H\ IJ-J"/ Ui ■ Let Gi = {x„}.
This set is again infinite, closed, and discrete. By the construction, F and G\

are disjoint closed subsets of X, and this implies Cl^^-(F) n C\ßx{G\) - 0.

However, G¡ must have a limit point y G ßX\X. But y G C\ßX(G\) n K c

C\ßx{G) n K = Clßx{F) n K , which is a contradiction.
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Now we want to prove that FAG is relatively compact in the general case.

One has

C\ßx{F n G) n K = {C\ßx{F) n C\ßx{G)) n K

= (Cl^(F) n K) n (Cl^(G) n K) = Clßx{F) n K.

Similarly, we can prove Clßx{F u G) n K — C\ßx{F) n F. By an application of

the previous argument to FnG and FuG, we see that (FuG)\(FnG) = FAG

is relatively compact. This completes the proof.   D

The following theorem was provided by the referee.

Theorem 7. If X is realcompact then ßX is an ESH-compactification.

Proof. Let % = {ßX\ Clßx{Z)\Z is a zero-set in X} . Again it suffices to show

that % satisfies the hypothesis of Corollary 3. This proceeds as in Theorem

6 up to the point of showing that if F c G are zerosets of X such that

C1/jx(F) n {ßX\X) = ClßX{G) n {ßX\X), then G\F is relatively compact. If
not, then there is a y G Clßx{G\F) n {ßX\X). Since X is realcompact, every

point in ßX\X is contained in a zeroset disjoint from X. Thus there is a

g G C{ßX) so that g{y) = 0 and g{x) > 0 for x G X. If h{x) = \/g{x),
for each x G X, then /i is a continuous function on X that is unbounded

on G\F. Consequently [8, 1.20], there is a closed, C-embedded copy of N,

D c G\F. Now 0 ^ Clßx(D) n (jJAA*) c Cl^G) n (/?X\X). Since F»
is C-embedded and disjoint from the zeroset F, we have [8, 1.18] Cl^D) n

C\ßX{F) = 0. This contradiction implies that G\F must be relatively compact.

The remainder follows as in Theorem 6.    D

As the referee points out, a paracompact space is realcompact if no measur-

able cardinals exist. This is a consequence of Shirota's theorem [8, p. 229].

Thus Theorem 7 is "almost" stronger than Theorem 6.

This of course leaves as an interesting question whether or not the hypothesis

that X is paracompact, or realcompact, can be replaced by the hypothesis that

X is normal. It certainly seems that this should be the case. More generally,

we have the following

Unresolved question. Are all compactifications of a locally compact space ESH-

compactifications?

As was indicated in the introduction, the definition of ESH-compactifica-

tions generalizes the notion of a singular compactification. In Example 1 we in-

dicated that all singular and weakly singular compactifications are ESH-compact-

ifications. The following theorems explore the converse relationship and charac-

terize singular and weakly singular compactifications among ESH-compactifica-

tions.

Theorem 8. Let aX = X Un K be an ESH-compactification, where n: 38 —> JV.

Suppose 38 is closed with respect to finite {unions and) intersections. Then aX

is singular if n satisfies the following:

(1) n{K) = X;
(2) n{Ui U U2) = jc{Ui)\J 7i{U2) for each U{,U2£38;
(3) ir(t/i n U2) = n{Ui)n n{U2) for each U{, U2 G 38 .
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Proof. It will suffice, as indicated in Example 1, to show that there is a retraction

r: aX —► aX\X = K. For each x G aX define

%fx = {U &38\xe UUn{U)}.

It is easy to see that for each x, %(x is a nonempty collection that, by property 3,

is closed under finite intersections. Since K is compact, C\u€& Cl¡c(U) / 0.

In fact, ri[/e%Cljf(t/) consists of a single point of K. To see this suppose

that both 5 and t belong to f]ue^ ch{U). Choose V, W g 38 so that

s G V\C\K{W), teV\ ClK{W), and" V U W = K . This is possible since K is
compact. Now {Vun{V))u{Wun{W)) = aX so, without loss of generality, we

may assume that x G V u n{V). However, this implies that t G Cl¡c{V) , which

is a contradiction. With this in mind we may define r{x) to be the unique

element of C\ue^ Cl*(£/). If x G K , then it is clear that r{x) = x . It remains

only to show that r is continuous. Suppose V is open in K and y e r~l{V).

From this we clearly have that Ç\v& Cl/c(U) c V, and so, by compactness,

there exist finitely many U\, U2, ... , U„ such that f|"=1 Cljç-(Î7/) C V . Let
Í7 = C/i n l/2 n ••• n £/„ . Then C/ G ^ and Cljc(£/) c F. So for each
z g [/U7r(í7) we have Ç)v^ClK{U) c F. Hence ye UUn{U) c r-'(F), so

that r is continuous.   D

If it satisfies the hypotheses of the above theorem, one has XunK - XUfK,

where f = r\x. Also it can be easily proved that, for every U G 38, one has

f~l{U) c n{U) c /-1(Cljf(C/)). The following example shows that n can be
different from f~l .

Example. Let X — I x N, with the discrete topology (where / is the real closed

interval [0,1] and N is the set of the natural numbers). Let K = I with the

ordinary topology, /: X —> K the set-theoretic projection. Then / is a singular

map. Let 38 be the family of the open subsets of K with a finite number of

connected components. 38 is a basis for the open subsets of K and it is closed

with respect to finite unions and intersections. For every U G 38 , put

E{U) = {x e K\3S GR+: (x, x + ô) c U or x = 1 G £/}.

One has Í7 c E{U) c V. It is easy to see that F(0) = 0, F(A") = A",
F([/nF) = F([/)nF(J/),and E{U) U E(V) c E{UU V). Let xgF([/UF).
If x = 1 G [/UK, then x G F([/)UF(F). Otherwise, let (x, x + <5) c t/U F,

with ô G R+ . Let [/ = ULi h, v = U/T=i ̂ » where the 4 's, 7A 's are open
intervals. Then {x, x + ô) = (\J{(x, x+ ô)nlk))u{\j{{x, x + ô)(~\Jh)). So we

have written (x, x + S) as a finite union of intervals that are contained in U or

in V . One of them must be of the form (x, x + e) and this implies x G F( U)

or x G E{V). This proves the inclusion E{U U V) c F(£/) U £(F). If we

put n(U) = f~]{E{U)) for every U € 38 , then 7r satisfies the hypotheses of

the above theorem. Let r : X un K —► K be the retraction induced by n and

let {x,t) £ X. If (x, t) G tt(í7) then /(x,í)=xe £(£/) c Cl*(£/). Then

f{x, t) G rVoenft/jCWt7) = M*, 0}, that is, r\x = f. But, in general,

7i{U)\f~l{U) is nonempty and not (relatively) compact.

We can now use Theorem 8 to characterize weakly singular compactifications.

Proposition 9. Let aX = X Un K be an ESH-compactification, where n: 38 —►

JV. Suppose 38 is closed with respect to finite {unions and) intersections. Then
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aX is weakly singular if there is a fixed compact set F c X so that n satisfies

the following:

(1) X\n{K)cF;
(2) 7t{Ui U U2)A{n{Ux) U n{U2)) c F for each Ui,U2£38;
(3) n{U\ n C/2)A(7T(i7i) n 7T(£/2)) C F /or eac/2 £/, , U2 G ̂  .

Proof. Let IF be a relatively compact open neighbourhood of F and let T =

X\W. For every U £ 38 put ^((7) = n{U) f\T. Let yF' be the family
of the subsets V of T, open in T and such that F = 0 or Cl^(F) is not

compact. One has n\{U) £ JV', VÍ7 G 38. In fact, if U / 0 then one has
n{U) c 7ii(F/) U W, so Cl7-(7Ti([/)) = Clx(7ti(t/)) cannot be compact. Then

Tt\ : 38 —> JV' is an ESH and satisfies the hypotheses of the above theorem.

Therefore, we can construct the compactification T u^. A" and there exists a

retraction r\ from Tun¡ K to K. The equality

U U (m(U)\G) = {UU {n{U)\G)) n {T U K),

where U £ 38 and G is a compact subset of T, shows that the topology of

TUK as a subspace of XUnK is finer than the topology of Tun¡ K . Since both

topologies make TuK compact, they are equal. But TuK is a neighbourhood

of F in X Un K , so the conclusion follows.    D

An application

In this section we will illustrate the use of these constructions to prove a

theorem of Parovicenko [9]. It is this theorem that originally motivated the

definition of an ESH. It is a context where singular mappings are of little use.

The set of natural numbers will be denoted by N. For every subset A of N, let

A* denote the set CLjN(v4)\N. Sets of this form are clopen in N* = /?N\N and

form a basis for the topology on N*. We denote the collection of these sets by

CO(N*). CO(N*) is a Boolean algebra with the operations A* V B* = A* U B*
and A* A B* = A* n B*. The properties of these sets are well known and

can be found in [11, p. 73]. We will make liberal use of these properties. In

particular, A* = B* iff AAB is finite (compact). It is known that if If is

a Boolean algebra of cardinality less than or equal to Ki , then there exists a

Boolean algebra homomorphism a from % into CO(N*) [11, p. 82]. Let K

be a compact Hausdorff space and let RO(F) denote the collection of regular

open subsets of K. It is known [10, p. 5] that RO(F) is a Boolean algebra

with the operations given by U V F = (Í/U V)° and U A V = U n V . In the
following theorem the Continuum Hypothesis is assumed. We denote by w{K)

the weight of K .

Theorem 10 (Parovicenko). Let K be a compact Hausdorff. Then w{K) < Ni

iff K is a remainder of N.

Proof. If F is a remainder of N, then K is the continuous image of N*.

Since such a mapping must be perfect, w(K) < N¡ . Conversely suppose that

w{K) < Ni . Let 38 be a basis for K with cardinality less than or equal to

Ni . We may suppose without loss of generality that 38 is closed under finite

unions. For U £ 38 let U' = (Z7)° and let 38' = {U'\U £38} c RO(F). Let
f be the smallest Boolean subalgebra of RO(F) containing 38'. Note that

|<T| < N, . Define a mapping y.38 ^ <T by j{U) = l". Now j(K) = K and
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since U = {U)° for open sets U, we have j(Ui UU2) = j{Ux)\Jj\U2). Further,

if_í/, ,U2 G 38 satisfy C7, n U2 = 0, then j{U{) n j{U2) = (F,)° n (U2)° =

(C/i n t/2)° = 0. For yl* c N* let [A*] = {B c N|/l* = Clj3N(5)\N} . Let
e be a choice function on the collection of equivalence classes [A*] satisfying

e([0]) = 0 and let i: CO(N*) -* 2N be given by i{A*) = e{[A*]). Now the
mapping n = i o a o j is an ESH. Hence F is a remainder of N.   D
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